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--Abstract: An additive noise channelwherein the noise is
described by a piecewise constant probabilitydensity is
shown to reduce to a discrete channel by means of an expli-
cit construction. In addition, conditions are found which
describe a class of continuous, amplitude-limited channels
for which the capacity-acilieving input distribution is binary.
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O. It is the purpose of this note to discuss some examp1es of
:continuous, amp1itude-limited channe1s withadditive noise having
the property that the capacity-achieving input distribution can be
ascertained apriori to have discrete support. In sections 1 and 2
we first review some well-known optima1ity conditions for a capa-
city-achieving input distribution to be used in the remainder of
our discussion. In section 3 we consider the case of a piecewise

.
constant noise density. We show by means of an explicit construc-
tion that in this case the given channel is equivalent to a certain
discpete channel. This gives the possibility of characterizing a
priori the discrete support of the optimil input distribution. The
results of this section were motivated by, andiinclude, results of
Färber and Appel concerning the special case of a rectangu1ar noise
distribution. In sections 4 and 5 we describe a c1ass of noise
distributions which guarantee that the channel assumes capacity
via a binary input distribution. The approach used in these two
sections should be new.

1. We first recall some e1ementary facts about a discrete,
memoryless channel with input symbols x., output symbols y., and" J 1

transition probabilities TI..= prob {y.lx.}. FOT a given input. 1J 1 J

distribution Pj with corresponding output distribution qi=IjTIijPj

the transinformation, T(p), is given as
TI. •

T (p) = Ijpj 0"P ,j , 0" P ,j = IiTIij :0g :iJ.
A capacity-achieving input distribution, p, is such that
T (~)=maxpEP T (p), where P is the :;et of all poss ib 1e inpu t dis tri-
butions. A nece~sary and srtfficient condition for a capacity-
achieving input distribution P is that
(1 ) 0" ~ , j = m axk 0"~,k f0 l' all j w ith ~j > O.
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In what follows we only shall need that (1) is a necessary condition
for a ~apacity-achieving input distribution ß of a discrete channel.

Condition (1) is easily seen to be equivalent to the opti-
mality condition derived in [1) . Iterative methods for finding a
capacity-achieving input distribution may be found in [1] , [SJ.

2.We now consider more generally a (time-discrete) channel
of density type (2). Such a channel is specified by a set X of
inputs, provided with a a-algebra ~, a set Y of outputs, provided
with a a-algebra H, and transition densities n(ylx) with regard
to a giyen a-fini'te measure p (.) on H. Cf> is the family of all
probability distributions over ~, and for any P~~ the output
density is given by q(y) = IxP(dx)n(ylx). Furthermore

T(P) = Ix P(dx)ap(x), apex) = Jyn(Y1x) IOgn~)(~)\l(dY),

and the capacity is defined as C = sUPPE'PT(P). We are interested
in cases where capacity is achieved by a distribution Peep whose
support contains only a finite number of points (assuming, thereby~
that ~ comprises at least all one-element subsets of X). For such

..•..a distribution P withfinite support a condition analogous to (1)

is given by
A

(2) apex) = max~ex a~(~) for all x with P(x) > 0,
Ai.e., a~ assumes its maximum P-almost everywhere. We only shall

need that for a continuous channel (2) is a sufficient condition
A

for a capacity-achieving input distributiori P with finite support.
Sufficiency is obvious, as the elementary inequality q.log(~/q)5~-q.
implies

J P(dx) [apex) - apex)] = J q(Y)10g~~yj p (dy) 50,X y ..•••
and thereby T (P) ~ Ix P(dx) ap (x) ~ max~ € X ap( i;) = T (P) for any other
input distribution P.

We henceforth shall restrict ourselves to the amplitude-
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limited channel with additive noise. In this case X£ii is a bounded
interv~l; y=x+z, n(ylx)=w(y-x), where z is a given noise random •
variable having range ZSR and density w(z) with regard to Lebesgue
measure. We obtain then
(3) ap(x)=a-J w(y-x) logq(y)dy, a=f w(z) logw(z)dz.

X+Z Z
3. We first showthat an amplitude-limited channel with addi-

tive noise admits a capacity-achieving input distribution with
finite support, provided Z is a bounded interval and w(z) is piece-
wise constant between equally spaced points of Z.

To be more specific, let Z=[O,DJ, D=noll (n integer), w(z)=
=const. within each interval [koll,(k+1).lIJ of Z. Let X:;:[O,S],
S=m.lI+r (m integer, 0 ~ r < 1I). Let Y=X+Z= [O,S+DJ. This describes
our continuous channel. It is possible to reduce this continuous
channel to a discrete channel whose input symbols are points ~. EX

J
and whose output symbols are intervals nis'Y. To this end we define
in [0,S+DJ po ints

{
1I.k/2 (k even),

~k = k=0,1, ... ,2(m+n)+1,
r+lI.(k-l )/2 (k odd),

and 'intervals
nk = [~k'~k+1J, k=O,l, ... ,2(m+n).

Now the capacity of the above continuous channel is achieved by
a discrete input distribution whose support is a subset of
{~.}2m+1cx. This can be seen as follows: If we place probabilities

J 0 .-

p(~.) at the points ~. in such a way that q(y) > 0, then apex) is
J J •

continuous, and is linear between any two successive points ~j'
~j+l' In order to establish the optimality of such a distribution
it is therefore sufficient to test condition (2) with X replaced
bY{~j}' At the points ~j,however, the function ap(~j) equals the
components of the vector a . corresponding to the discretePd
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} l'}' {t' } 2m+ 1Clanne Wltl Inputs <". , outputs
~ J 0

probabili ties TI •• = J w (y-E; .) dy underIJ Tli J
If we have found a capacity-achieving

{Tl }2(m+n) and transition
i 0 '

the identification p. = P(t;.).
J J

input distribution ~ of
this discrete channel, then this distribution satisfies (1) as a

Anecessary condition. The corresponding input distribution P of
the continuous channel, consequently, satisfies (2) on the restric-
ted set {t;jl; however, because of the piecewise linearity of

.•.•.O$(x), P satisfies (~) on all of X, thus giving capacity for the
continuous channel.

In the special case where w(z) is a rectangular density in
the interval [O,DJ (i.e., Li=D, n=1), the optimal distribution
can be given explicitly: Set

'" { p. (j + 1) j 2 (j 0dd) ,
P(t;.} =. j=O,1, ... ,2m+1,

J. . p. (2m+2-j)j2 (j even),

where p is a normalizing factor. For this distribution,~(y) is on Y
periodic wi th--period Li (on Tlk-the value of ~ (y) equals p (m+ 1)j II

for k even, and p(m+2)jll for k odd; Tlk and Tlk+1 together have
length Lifor all k). Therefore the function
0~(x}'="~:'1r~+Li lög ~'(y)dy is.independent of x, and the optimali ty
criterion (2) is satisfied. This has also been noted by Färber DJ
and Appel I4J.

4. Ne shall consider from now on a channel with a signalling
""interval of length 2s, say X = [-s , +sJ. An input distribution P

.••••• A A
is called binary, if P(-s) = p, P(+s) = 1-p. For binary P the.
optimality condition (2) becomes

In what follows we shall describe a class of amplitude-limited
channels with additive noise forwhich the optimal distribution

(4 )

(5)

0p ( - s) = 0p (+ s) :::K ,
0p ( t;) :s; Kif - s < t; < + s .
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ean beaseertained apriori to be binary. We note that equality

(4) ean always be attained by an appropriate ehoice of the weight

p. We shall formulate eonditions on sand 00 which also ensurB

that the inequality (5) is satisfied, by enforeing suitable

funetion~l properties of a(x), sueh as eonvexity downwards(t).

Wefirst turn to the ease of symmetrie noise density.

Proposition 1: Let oo(z) be symmetrie a~out z=M, inereasing(tt)

in .( -00 , MJ, deereas ing in [M , +00)$ eoneave in an interval

[M-<p ,M4-<p] , and eventually eonstant in [M-t , M+£] (0:$ £:$ <p) •

I f Zs :$ £+<p, then there exis ts a eapaei ty- aehieving inpu t dis tri-

bution whieh is binary.
A

Proof: Set M=O for eonvenienee. We ehoose P binary
'--

The eorresponding ou tpu t dens i ty Cf (y) = !w (y+ s) + !w (y-s)

1with p=Z'

is sym-

. metrie about y=O. Cf is inereasing in (-00 , £-s], deereasing in

[-£+s , +00), and <:oneave in [s-<p ,'-s+<p] (sinee i t is the sum of

two funetions wi th these same properties). The eondi tion 2s:$ £+<p

implies that these three regions together eover Y. Moreover, the

eoneavi ty of q in [s-Ij> , -s+lj>] together wi th the symmetry about

y=O guarantees that within this interval Cf is inereasing up to

y=O, and deereasing thereafter. Henee q is inereasing in (-00 ,OJ

and deereasing in [0 , +00). The function y(y) = -log q(y) is then

deereasing in (-00 ,OJ, inereasing in [0 , +00), an.d symmetrie about.

y=O. The funetion apex) = a + f w(y-x) y (y) dy is therefore symmetri e

around x=O.We'show that it is deereasing in [-5, OJ(eondition (5)

1S then obviously satisfied). Indeed: Let -S:$ F;1:$F;Z:$0.

a(F;1) - ~(F;Z) = fw(z) [y(z+F;1) - y(z+F;z)]dz

== f w( z) [p ( z) J d z .
p(z), in view of the symmetry of y around 0, is skew-symmetrie

around K = -(F;1+F;Z)/Z, Also pez):$O for z ~K. For l; ~o we have
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w(K+1;;)~w(K-1;;), because of K~O; moreover p(K+1;;):::-p(K-1;;)~O.

Ther e fo re w(K+1;;) • p (K+1;;)~ - w(K- ~) • p (K-1;;) ,

J z ~ KW ( z ) p (z) d z ~ - J z ~ KW (z) p (z) d z ,

and consequently (J(!;1) - crU~2) ?O. q.e.d.

Examples: a) w(z) rectangular of length 1 (1:::~=1/2). Binary

signalling is optimal if 2s:5:.1+~ :::1. In this case the bound is

sharp. b) w(z) triangular of length 1 (£:::0, ~=1/2). The proposi-

tion gives 2s ~ 0.5. However,' direct verification of (5) shO\vs

tha t b inary s igna.lling is op timal up to 2s ~ 0.72

5. Ne now drop the as sumption of symmetry. S = 2s is the length

of the signalling interva.l.

Proposition 2: Let w(z) be incr~~sing in (-~ ,MJ , decreasing

in [M, +~), and concave in [M-~, M+~J. If S satisfies

(6) max {w(M-~+S) ,w(M+~-S)} ~ inin {w(M-S) ,w(M+S)} (ttt),

then there exists a capacity-achieving input distribution which

is binary.
A

Proof: Set M=O. Ne choose P binary such that equality (4) is

satisfied. Ne then show that under the assumptions made (J~(x) is

convex, so that the inequality (5) is satisfied, tao. ~(y), being

a positive linear combination of w(y+s) and w(y-s), is increasing

in (-00 , -s], decreasing in [s , +~), and concave in [$-<1>, -s+~J.

y (y) = -log~ (y) is then

decreasing in (-~ , -sJ,

convex in [s-~ , -s+~] ,

increasing in [s, +~).

Choose a constant S between the right- and left-hand sides of (6)

and decompose w(z) = w(z) + ~(z), where

w(z) :::max {w(z)-e ,O}, ~(z) = min {w(z) , s}.

Because of (6) we have
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w(z) = 0 outside [-~+S , ~-SJ :A,

~(z) = 6 wi thin [-S , +S].

The function a(x) = Jx+A w(Y-X)y (y)dy is convex, since for all

xe.[-s, +sJ the domain of integration x+A is cO):1tained in the

interval [-ep +s , ep-s] in which y is convex, and since the convo-

lution of a nonnegative function and a convex function is convex.

The function b(x) = f~(y-x)y(y)dy is also convex. Direct verifi~

cation of this is somewhat tedious; it is more convenient to. (

use the right- and left-hand derivatives of b(x): Since w=const.

in [-S, +S], we have

b' (x:!:O) = - f d~ (y-x) Y (y:!:O)
Y ~ x-S

If x varies in [-s , +sJ,. the domain

-f d~(y-x)y(y:!:O).
y ;:: x+ S '

of integration of the first
,

.1,

integral is always contained in the domain y ~ -s in which y (y)

isdecreasing. Also dw in the first integral is always nonnega-

tive because of y-x ~ O. Therefore the first term is increasing

with x; likewise the second term. The monotonicity of the deriva-

tives of b(x) proves the conv~xity of b(x). The function

0p(x) = a+a(x)+b(x) is then convex, by the convexity of a and b. q.e.d.
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Footnotes.

(t) lji(t) is eonvex if lji[(1-Ä)to+Ät1J:::; (1-Ä)lji(to)+Ä'4!(t1), 0:::;A:::;1.
ljiis eoneave if -ljiis eonvex.

(tt) Here and in the following "inereasing" does not neeessarily
mean "strietly inereasing"; thus w(z) may weIl be zero
outside a given interval Z.

(ttt) This eondi tion delimits an interval 0:::; S :::;S . If w is symmetrie,o

as in the preeeding seetion, then So=max {9.,4J/2}, thus being
.smaller than the bound derived in the preeeding seetion, whieh
was Q.,+4J.
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